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Abstract. In this paper we announce the release of a large dataset
of storytelling monologue with motion capture for the head and body.
Initial tests on the dataset indicate that head motion is more dependant
on the speaker than the style of speech.
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Introduction

There are very few datasets that have tracked head and body motion during
speech. Those that do exist tend to be short and have very few speakers. To
address this lack we are making available a dataset of storytelling monologues
that was recorded at the University of Edinburgh. This dataset contains speech
and motion capture of the head and upper body and so is suitable for research
into virtual avatars or body language. We are also in the process of transcribing
the speech to open up avenues of research into utilising linguistic information,
and enable the data to be used in speech research.
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Description of the Dataset

The subjects were 16 UK native English speakers. Nine were female and seven
were male. Ahead of the recording session the participants were given ﬁve stories,
these were classical fairy-tales that they should have been familiar with from
childhood.
During the recordings the participants were given the story on a teleprompter
(Read speech) and then were asked to retell the story in their own words (Free
speech). Previous recordings showed when speakers were asked to choose their
own stories for free speech but these stories generally lasted less than two min.
They were seated during the recording and they were instructed to tell the story
as if to an adult native English speaker.
Five motion capture markers were placed on the chest and the participants
wore another four markers on a hat to capture the body and head motion respectively. The motion capture was done with the Natural Point, Optitrack system
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Table 1. Lengths of recordings (min:sec)
Read
Total 371:14

Free
323:22

Total
694:36

Table 2. Mean Cross Entropy distance between diﬀerent utterances

Speaker
Style

intra

inter

0.97
2.86

3.15
3.23

using seven V100:R2 cameras at a 100 Hz sampling rate. Audio was captured using a free-standing directional microphone. The audio was captured at 44100 Hz
with 32-bit depth and down-sampled to 16-bit .WAV format using Audacity.
The audio and motion capture start at the same frame. Table 1 shows the total
lengths of recordings available.
To obtain the dataset please visit either the SSPNet Project1 or CSTR2 websites where further details about the dataset are provided.
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Speaker and Scenario Dependency

To determine the similarity of the speakers the Cross Entropy distance was used
[1]. A multidimensional Gaussian distribution was used to model the data.
The mean distance between examples of the same type (intra) and examples
of diﬀerent types (inter) is given in Table 2. Style refers to whether it was read
or free speech.
From Table 2 it is clear that there are diﬀerences between read and free speech
and head motion from diﬀerent speakers and the speaker dependence is higher
than the style dependence.
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Future Work

We are currently in the process of recording a large dataset of dialogues. It will
also have a large amount of speakers and long samples from each speaker.
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